Vendelbo Jamborette 2015, Technique

Hi All groups.
Many groups have asked for a little more information about their campsite on Vendelbo Jamboree
2015. Therefore we have from the technique committee decided to publish the drawing room
with the reservation that changes may occur.
In addition, we would like to tell a little more about the offers we have for your group, so you have
the opportunity to prepare you a little more before camp. All the information will also be available
on www.vj2015.dk.

See you in week 31 at VJ2015.
With scout greeting
Technique and Security.

The Camp:
List of how many m2 the group has been awarded. In the allocation of m2 there is taken into account the
information the group has given at registration (number of scouts, number of managers, number of tents
and sizes of these special considerations, etc.). The Jamboree reserves the right to determine the location
of the major tents and mast sail which is registered, so in order to the fire regulations that are about
decline meters on these. Therefore the Group must place the large tents at the designated space,
otherwise the group will be asked to move the tents/mast sails.
If a group brings along additional large tents/mast sail beyond what has been signed up for, it will be at the
group's own "account". That is, there is not taken into account the location of these, and the group is thus
responsible for allocate a space at their own campsite, without disturbing the neighboring group’s camp
setup.
Please note that the camp during the week will be visited by Hjørring emergency center, which will review
the campsite. Thus it is recommended that all the rules around the camp establishment is respected, and
we hope for your understanding, if the technical and safety group provides recommendations for your
group.
Dividing of the camp area:
See drawing of the camps. Alteration rights reserved. Since it is a big puzzle to make the division of the
camp sites, it will generally not be possible to ask for changes from this date.
We hope that you as a group will contribute to a great camp environment, with lots of raft building,
bonfires and whatever else belongs to a camp. In terms of entrances the camp has a great desire that the
group as far as possible will position their point of entry onto a large common path, so that we all will
benefit from your creative buildings.
Toilet facilities at the camp:
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On the square will be established 3x10 toilets with drag and drop. See approximately location on the
overview of the campsite.
Bathing at the camp:
At the site there will be installed a hot water bath trolley with 2x4 baths. In addition, there will be
established washing areas, as well as cold water bath for free use. If you want to use hot water baths, there
can be booked time in the camp information. The hot bath is free of charge.
The bathing scheme will largely function as a matter of trust between the camp and you as a participant.
Therefore, we hope that everyone will accept the booking system. We also hope that everyone will take
into account that we are 1100 people at the camp, all of which want to use the baths during the week.
Therefore, we hope that you will reflect on your use of water and time, and the leaders will instruct the
scouts in this matter.

The distribution of rafts and firewood:
From Saturday. 9 o'clock it will be possible to pick up the group's assigned amount of rafts and firewood, as
well as the extra orders you any. must have given. There must be a leader from the group present at the
collection.
At camp degradation, all rafts and excess firewood is to be delivered in the indicated raft depot.
Delivery and collection of equipment:
The group can drop off equipment at their campsite from Thursday July 23 until Saturday July 25. The group
can pick up the equipment at the camp from Saturday August 1 pm. 9:00 to Monday August 3. Vendelbo
Jamboree is not responsible for the group's equipment before, during or after the camp, it is thus the
group's responsibility to send the equipment in advance.
On arrival at camp for half camp you can of course handle your gear as close to the group's camp as
possible. We suggest that you are taking into account the scouts, tents and other gear when driving on the
camp area.
Marking of the leader tent:
On arrival at the camp, the group will receive a label to be put on the leader's tent. The label must be
visible to the security guard, in the event that there is a need to make contact with a leader of the group.
Night Guard / inspection rounds:
We must all help to get as good a camp as possible, this implies inter alia that all groups should expect to
put up with 1-2 leaders to night shifts / inspection round at the campsite. The Safety Committee will
prepare a time-table, which groups will receive at the camp. The guards will be from. 23:00 to 7:00 every
night, and will be divided into 2 watch periods. Detailed information will be given at the first leaders
meeting at the camp.
Fire Equipment:
Remember that all groups must bring fire equipment for own camp. For each cluster with max 8 tents there
shall be a set of fire-fighting equipment:
- A fire flapper
- A hand spray battery with 2x10 liters of water (always full)
- The hand battery can be replaced with other DS-approved hand extinguishing powder or water.
- At each bonfire should be one fire bucket with 10 liters of water.
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Security and rules of conduct:
We refer that the group follows the general safety and regulations of the Vendelbo Jamboree 2015.
Technique info on the camp:
There will be handed over technique info upon arrival at the camp, concerning. camp construction, waste
management, etc. This information will also be available via www.vj2015.dk.
Refrigeration / freezing capacity:
There can on daily basis be purchased food item in the supermarket in Mosbjerg. If you want to cool your
food products, freeze elements can be frozen in the information’s freezer and used in your own picnic
coolers. You bring your own freeze elements that are clearly marked with the name of the group.
Camp Subdivision:
Note: The camp is designed per. on. May 24, 2015, ie Final registrations after this date have not yet been
assigned a campsite on the following drawings. But of course we have a place for you, in cluster 8, 9 or 10.
Further detailed drawing will be available on www.vj2015.dk soon.
The arrow on the cluster (Klynge) drawings marks the direction of the scout center.
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Cluster 1:
Group
Dannerhøj
Peter Wessel
Råseglarna
Knud Søhane
Ravnshøj/skærum

App. m2
670
526
336
168
275

Contact person
Jørgen Møller Larsen
Eddie Malmgaard
Martin Etsare
Marianne Christiansen
Johni Laursen

Mail
gruppeleder@klokkerholm-spejder.dk
Emc.scout@webspeed.dk
Martin@etsare.se
Kragh.thoftgaard@gmail.com
jlmultiservice@hotmail.com
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Cluster 2:
Group
Nørreå
1.Strib
Lars Kruse
Valbypark
Baunehøj

App. m2
160
590
551
152
456

Contact person
Tine Næser
Flemming Christensen
Jonna Dyhr
Lena Daucke
Britta Christoffersen

Mail
Tine.naeser@gmail.com
Flimming.schouchristensen@middelfart.dk
Jonna_petersen@skagennet.dk
Lena_daucke@hotmail.com
brittaogcarsten@gmail.com
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Cluster 3:
Group
KUFM Vrå
Aalborghus
Normannerne
135 èrné Unité
Storestrøm
Blårævene 6
Vorbasse
Askov

App. m2
55
304
330
212
180
204
192
175

Contact person
Troels Larsen
Katharinaf schulz
Dorthe Philipsen
Aline curnel
Marianne Larsen
Elin Danielsen
Annette Thuessen
Bo Flugt

Mail
trols@illuminati.dk
katharinafs@hotmail.com
dorthephilipen@hotmail.com
Aline.cernel@gmsil.com
Ma-j@privat.dk
elinbjd@live.dk
thuesenannette@hotmail.com
Bo.askovspejder@gmail.com
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Cluster 4:
Group
Vestbjerg
Øster Højst
Barrit
Nature`s Finest
Nordborg
1.Melfar
CGWC scout

App. m2
85
120
60
50
160
160
95

Contact person
Sune Mortensen
Kristian Nielsen
Jørgen Tegllund
Mikkel Vestergaard
Lars Grandt
Allan Ottesen
Rufus Asamu

Mail
gl@dds-vestbjerg.dk
k.an@bbsyd.dk
jt@hafnet.dk
Baskernet@gmail.com
leder@nordborgspejderr.dk
paveottesen@hotmail.com
Asamurufus2008@gmail.com
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Cluster 5:
Group
Girl Guiding Ulster
Starup
Skovlunde
Hardeknud
Feslev

App. m2
315
388
498
388
385

Contact person
Jackie Orr
Eva Jensen
Jesper Thaysen
Sussanne Nielsen
Per Petersen

Mail
j.orr@grilguidingulster
evabachjensen@hotmail.com
Jesper.thaysen@gmail.com
susanne@egtoft.dk
p.svarre@mail.tele.dk
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Cluster 6:
Group
1.Ry
Wild Wolf ESU
Reden 5
Sventrop
Hadsund
Hercules

App. m2
720
276
432
135
132
138

Contact person
Annete Hinkbøl
Marlon Marton-bell
Laura Venborg
Jonas Perrson
Susanne
Lene Jørgensen

Mail
fjeldrotter@ryspejder.dk
marlonmartonbell@yahoo.com
lauravenborg@hotmail.com
runneberg@telia.com
Sus_hansen@hotmail.com
Leneoganne-sofie@hotmail.com
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Cluster 7:
Group
Skive
Storaa
Sandsvær
Sønderhald
Sæbygaard

App. m2
240
112
331
437
955

Contact person
Lene Buhl
Sascha Nielsen
Ingunn Wãla
Kasper Malling
Helle Jelsbak

Mail
ib@bachgruppen.dk
ssbn@hotmail.com
In-waala@online.no
kasper@mmalling.dk
Helle.jelsbak@deltadata.dk
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Cluster 8:
Group
Hammershus
Karl af Riise
Kongsdal
St. Jean
Finspång
Leudelange

App. m2
100
64
210
386
245
245

Contact person
Charlotte Kjølby
Casper Judson
Jørgen Simmelsgaard
Laurent Gangler
Martin Lindqvist
Demuth Pit

Mail
cbk@cabh.dk
casper@judson.dk
j@simmelsgaard.com
Laurent.gangler@gmail.com
Papparmarlin@gmail.com
pitdemuth@gmail.com
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Cluster 9:
Group
Äventyraravdelningen
1st Harwell Explorer
Magleby
Thondheim & hoeggen

App. m2
455
180
72
42

Contact person
Ebbe Pettersson
George Laing
Allan Larsen
Ada Olsdatter

Mail
ebbepettersson@hotmail.com
glaing@harwellscouts.org.uk
gruppeleder@maglebyspejderne.dk
adahaga@gmail.com

